IEEE Russia Section Report March 2011

**Officers:**
- Chair: Yuri Guliaev - gulyaev@cplire.ru
- Vice Chair: Sergey Nikitov - nikitov@cplire.ru
- Vice Chair: Sergey Bankov - sbankov@yandex.ru
- Treasurer: Sergey Alekseev - alekseev@cplire.ru
- Student Activities: Constantin Yurov
- AP03/LEO-36 Chapter Chair: Dmitry Sazonov - dsazonov@postman.ru, dsazonov@ap.orbita.ru
- ED-15/MTT-17 Chapter Chair: Vadim Kaloshin - yak@cplire.ru
- UFFC-20 Georgiy Mansfeld - mans@cplire.ru
- PEL-35/IE-13/PE-31/IA Yuriy Rozanov - y.rozanov@mtu-net.ru
- ED-15/MTT-17/AP-03/CPMT-21 (Saratov branch) Chapter Chair: Nikita Ryskin
- CAS-04 Chapter Chair: Vagan Shahgildyhan - president@mtuci.ru
- BT-02 Chapter Chair: Leonid Vilenchick - vilentch-tv@mtu-net.ru

**Membership:**
IEEE Russia Moscow Section has in total 524 Active Members (3 Fellow, 30 Senior Members, 338 Members, 49 Associate Members, 62 Graduate Student Members and 41 Student Members).

**Date of above results by using SAMIEEE:** March 14, 2011

**Meetings:**
- Fourth Russian Conference on Radar and Communication Technologies – 29 November-3 December, 2010, Moscow (MTT/ED Chapter (Moscow)).
- Saratov-Penza Chapter administrative meeting. October 8, 2010.
- Russia section administrative meeting. Moscow, December 10, 2010.
- School “Nonlinear Days in Saratov” for young scientists, postgraduate, undergraduate and pre-college students, November 24–26, 2010.
- Celebration of the IEEE Day. Saratov/Penza IEEE Chapter annual Workshop “Electromagnetics of Microwaves, Submillimeter and Optical Waves” in Saratov State University. October 7, 2010

**Activities in the near future:**
- Region 8 OpCom meeting in Moscow May/June 2011.
- Start with the Technical English Program.
- Chapter chairs meeting.
- Involving of young scientists, young engineers, students, graduate students in IEEE activity.
- Development of cooperation with IEEE Sections in countries of former USSR.
- Design of Russia Moscow Section web site.

**Topics to be discussed in London:**
- Payments for IEEE membership and services in new conditions.
- IEEE Russia Section Proceedings: status, publication in web-site, etc.
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